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Three investment

projects worth $70

million approved

by CDC
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Seven investment

projects valued at

combined $67.4

million approved
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30 big machines

for national police
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ASEAN meets to

boost tourism

investment

Cambodia-US trade volume
continues to grow during COVID-19

pandemic

Cambodia is Thailand’s main food
export market
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CDC grants investment licences
worth $33 million to two
companies, close to 1,200
employment opportunities
Khmer Times /

Click here to get Khmer Times Breaking News direct into your
Telegram

Two private companies – Xin Xingle Leather Products Co., Ltd., and

Cambodian Solar Long PV-TECH (Cambodia) Co., Ltd. – have just

received green light from the Council for the Development of Cambodia

(CDC) for their two investment projects.

According to the CDC, the first company will invest $3.1 million in the

production of all kinds of bags, while the second will inject $30 million

for the production of solar panels.

The two newly-approved projects, to be located in Kampong Speu

province and Phnom Penh capital city, are expected to create some

1,118 jobs for the locals, it added.

Such investment amid the COVID-19 outbreak demonstrates confidence

of investors in Cambodia’s macroeconomic, political and social stability

though threatened by the pandemic.

The passing of the new Investment Law is expected to further boost FDI

with its more attractive features and incentives. Phal Sophanith –

AKP/Khmer Times
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Khmer Times App

Khmer Times is now available
on iPhone and Android.

Download the app and keep up
with real time news from
Cambodia and the world.

Opinion

Three challenges AUKUS poses to

ASEAN

On September 15, the United States, the

United Kingdom and Australia came

together to sign a security cooperation

agreement and established a trilateral

security partnership – AUKUS.

Dual citizenship is a Cambodian

privilege

Citizenship is a contract between a person

and a country that allocates specific rights,

duties and benefits such as the right to vote,

the duty to pay taxes and the benefits to

enjoy social welfare. A person can obtain at

least five citizenships by birthright, family,

marriage, residency and investment

program.

Malaria vaccine could be a lifesaver

for thousands, global health…

community should facilitate early

rollout

With Covid being the greatest priority for

vaccine producers, experts reckon that it

could be at least a year before the anti-

malaria vaccine is rolled out.

Xinhua Commentary: Robust

synergy forges closer, more vibra…

China-Africa community of shared

future

Despite the impact of the raging COVID-19

pandemic, China-Africa cooperation has

maintained its dynamic momentum and is

even rising to a higher level through

innovative mechanisms and measures.

Features

Stringent measures help rural

pagodas safely hold Pchum Ben

Some rural pagodas in Kampong Cham

province and some other provinces

managed to hold a modest ceremony

instead of totally cancelling one of the most

important Buddhist festivals that

commemorate the spirits of dead ancestors

and loved ones.

Vegetable growers start organic

farming as consumption increases

Some six months ago, Nhel Theary, a 53-

year-old resident of Phnom Penh who lives

near the Phnom Penh International

Airport, became very sick with a stomach

ache shortly after she had Khmer pancakes

with vegetables for breakfast.

Loving hearts unite to be together

Previously, Duongchan wrote to Dara that

she is ready for marriage. This week,

Doungchan cries with joy on seeing Dara at

her doorstep.

Good Times2

An on-again, off-again year for Siem

Reap’s arts

Siem Reap’s 2020 arts and lifestyle coverage

kicked off the year on an optimistic note

that, with the wisdom of hindsight, turned

out to be somewhat ironic.

Remaining sane while you care for

your baby

Because our baby is now at the centre of

our life, it has been mentally challenging

since even getting a good night’s sleep or a

decent meal has suddenly become a real

task.
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